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ABSTRACT: The settlement of soil under concrete slab road will cause road damage. When it 

occurs, a gap will form between the slab and the soil with air trapped in between. Normally, the 

thermal properties of the air and the soil are different. This paper tries to utilize this thermal 

disparity between them to address the issue of soil settlement under the concrete slab. FBG 

sensor is used in this paper for temperature monitoring. It has the attractive features such as 

excellent durability, immunity to electromagnetic interference(EMI), radio frequency 

interference(RFI), or electric current, and multiple sensors can be multiplexed along a single 

fiber. Its fabrication is described in this paper. To relate the temperature variation of the air and 

soil with the soil settlement, the temperature variation processes of air, and the materials of dry 

sand, saturated sand and water which represent the soil under the artificial temperature change 

situation and the atmosphere condition, are monitored and analyzed. Test results show that 

under the simulated temperature rising condition, the temperature variation of the air is far faster 

than the soil materials. Under the atmospheric condition, the temperature variation of the air is 

larger and more drastic than the soil material. These tests validate that, by identified the air 

position under the concrete slab, the occurrence and extent of the soil settlement can be 

indicated. 

 

 

1 INTRODUCTION 

The settlement of soil under concrete slab road will cause road damage. When it occurs, a gap 

will form between the slab and the soil with air trapped in between. Normally, the thermal 

properties of the air and the soil are different. This paper tries to utilize this thermal disparity 

between them to address the issue of soil settlement under the concrete slab. FBG sensor is used 

in this paper for temperature monitoring. It has the attractive features such as excellent 

durability, immunity to electromagnetic interference(EMI), radio frequency interference(RFI), 

or electric current, and multiple sensors can be multiplexed along a single fiber. Its fabrication is 

described in this paper. To relate the temperature variation of the air and soil with the soil 

settlement, the temperature variation processes of air, and the materials of dry sand, saturated 

sand and water which represent soil under the artificial temperature rising situation and the 

atmosphere condition, are monitored and analyzed. Test results show that under the artificial 

temperature rising condition, the temperature variation of the air is far faster than the soil 

materials. Under the atmospheric condition, the temperature variation of the air is larger and 
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more drastic than the soil material. These tests validate that, by identified the air position under 

the concrete slab, the occurrence and extent of the settlement can be indicated. 

 

Figure. 1 Soil settlement monitoring method 

The monitoring scheme for soil subsidence under structure is illustrated in Figure. 1. Multiple 

FBG temperature sensors can be multiplexed on a single fiber cable with a certain interval 

decided from the required monitoring resolution. When the soil settlement happens, it will cause 

a gap between the bottom of structure basement and the soil upper surface. The temperature 

variation of the air captured in gap shows a different nature from that of the soil, which can be 

identified by the instrumented FBG temperature sensors. 

2 PRINCIPLE OF FBG SENSOR AND THE FBG TEMPERATURE SENSOR DESIGN 

The shift in the Bragg wavelength of the reflected light can be related to strain and temperature 

by the following relationship: 
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Where ∆λb/λb is the fractional shift in the Bragg wavelength; 

pe is the effective photoelastic constant; 

∆ε is the longitudinal strain change; 

αΛ is the thermal expansion coefficient; 

αn is the thermo-optic coefficient; 

∆T is the temperature change; 

If Gε=(1-pe) and GT=(αΛ+α n), equation (1) can be converted to 
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where Gε is referred as strain gage factor, Gε=0.78×10
-6µε, GT is the temperature gage factor, for 

the bare FBG sensor, GT =6.67×10
-6

/℃( Measures, 2001). 

From equation (2), if the FBG sensor is external force free, it could be used to measure 

temperature only. In this paper, it is called FBG temperature sensor. The design detail is 

illustrated schematically in Figure. 2. Firstly, the optic fiber with FBG ‘written’ in the fiber is 

bonded on a thin rod on two points that are close to the FBG sensor, forming a small curve 

between these two points. Then, pass the rod through a stainless tube, fixing it at the tubing’s 

two ends with adhesive. In this way, the moderate elongation of the tubing and rod can 

introduce only the curvature change on the FBG which barely induces any wavelength shift on 

FBG. In other words, the FBG will pick up only the temperature-induced strain without any 

mechanical strain. The sensor’s picture is shown in Figure. . It can be multiplexed with other 

FBG sensor’s at its two ends. Figure. 4 shows the calibration of the temperature sensor.  

 

Figure. 2 FBG temperature sensor design 

 

Figure. 3 Picture of FBG based temperature sensor 
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Figure. 4 Temperature vs. FBG wavelength 

3 HEAT-ABSORBING PROPERTY OF THE SUBGRADE MATERIAL 

Heat-absorbing test of subgrade material under artificial temperature rising condition is carried 

out in the lab. Sand, water, and saturated sand are chosen to represent the subgrade material. 

The test configuration is schematically depicted in Figure. 1. The materials are put inside a 

temperature test chamber. The temperature of the materials and the surrounding air is monitored 

using FBG temperature sensors. The chamber interior temperature was increased by 8℃ at the 

beginning and kept this temperature level until the test was over. The processes of temperature 

change of the selected materials and air are shown in Figure. 2. It can be seen that it takes the air 

only a few minutes to reach the pre-set temperature; it takes about four hours for the sand to 

reach such a level; the saturated sand and water seem unlike to reach the pre-set temperature 

with the saturated sand’s temperature higher than water. This can confirm that the air 

temperature can follow the surrounding environment change much faster than the other three 

materials. The disparity of the heating-absorbing ability between dry sand, saturated sand, and 

water shows the potential that the position of underground water could be monitored by using 

the same methodology.  

 

Figure. 1 Heat-absorbing test under artificial temperature rising condition 
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Figure. 2 Test result for the thermal property of different materials 
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4 OUTDOOR EXPERIMENT 

Outdoor test to identify the subgrade void was conducted as schematically depicted in Figure. 7. 

In this test, water and fine sand were chosen to stand for the subgrade soil material with 

condition ranging from dry to saturated state. Since the water thermal property is close to the 

saturated sand and it is easy to manipulate in the test, so in this paper it is used to stands for the 

saturated condition. A plastic tank is used for holding the tested materials. To measure the 

temperature, three FBG temperature sensors, namely FBG1, FBG2 and FBG3 are placed 

vertically in the tank at the height of 7 inches(17.78cm), 4 inches(10.16cm) and 2 

inches(5.08cm), respectively. The sensors were fixed on a rubber belt. Two tests were 

conducted with the water and the dry sand being used, respectively. Each test lasts for two days. 

During the test, the tank was made airproof by using a cover. FBG1 is hung inside the tank 

between the cover and the tested material, measuring the temperature corresponding to the 

concrete slab which associates with the atmosphere temperature and the radiation from the sun. 

At the beginning of the test, the depth of the tested material water is 6 inches high(15.24cm), 

with FBG1 in the air and FBG2 and FBG3 inside the tested material. In the second day, a part of 

the materials was scooped out from the tank to lower the depth by 2 inches, leaving FBG2 

exposed to the air. This simulates the formation of void beneath the concrete slab. The test with 

water used was conducted during May 19 to 21, 2007, and that with sand used was during May 

21 and 23, 2007.  

 

Figure. 3 Test scheme of outdoor heat-absorbing characteristic 

The measured temperatures of these two tests are shown in Figure. 4 and Figure. 5. The test 

with water used started a 7am in the morning. In the first day, FBG1 shows a drastic 

temperature increase at the noon, while FBG2 and FBG2 that are under water, show a relatively 

smooth and similar temperature variation trace. In the second day, after the lowering the water 

depth, FBG2 followed almost the same trace as FBG1, having a drastic temperature increase at 

noon. While FBG3 followed the same trace like what it was in the first day. From the obvious 

change of trace forms, the water position can be easily predicted.  

The test with sand used started at 11 am in the morning. Basically, it shows the similar pattern 

like that of previous test. The difference is just that the second day in the test was a cloudy day, 

and the radiation from the sun was very weak. As a result, for the temperature trace of the air in 

the day time didn’t show the high peak as it was in the first day. The temperature variation of 

the sand is still much smoother than the trace of the air.  
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Figure. 4 Measured temperature of the test with water used 
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Figure. 5 Measured temperature of the test with dry sand used 

 

Figure. 6 and Figure. 7 show the amplitude of daily temperature variation at the three positions 

of the two tests. From these two figures, it can be found that temperature variation amplitude in 

the void area is much bigger than subgrade materials. The weather condition has a great 

influence on the void temperature variation amplitude. In the sunny day, this amplitude is range 

from 15.3 to 16.7 ℃. While in the cloudy day, it is about 8.4 or 8.6℃. The weather condition 

barely has influence on that of subgrade material which ranges from 4.0 to 5.6℃ for the sunny 

day and cloudy day. This indicates that to make the void identification easier, the sunny day 

should be picked.  
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Figure. 6 Daily temperature variation of the test with water used 

 

 

Figure. 7 Daily temperature variation of the test with sand used 

5 CONCLUSION 

Settlement and erosion of the soil beneath the bridge approach slab will change its temperature 

field distribution. By measuring the daily temperature variation under the bridge approach slab, 

the settlement and erosion of the soil beneath can be monitored and predicted.  
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